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ZenduCAM Z6

to Reduce Violations & Improve Driver Safety
Dual-Facing Dash Camera



Cloud-connected dash cameras are revolutionizing the way organizations operate their 
fleets, making them sustainable, efficient and more profitable.

ZenduiT’s ZenduCAM Z6 Dash Camera is an innovative, dual-facing solution that leverages 
the power of AI and ADAS to detect and prevent critical incidents. It also provides real-time 
visibility and valuable insights into overall fleet performance, helping managers increase 
safety and cost savings.

OVERVIEW

LIVE

BUILT-IN AI AND
ADAS
for real-time event
detection

BUILT-IN SCREEN
AND SPEAKER
to coach and
instruct drivers

HD RECORDING
AND STREAMING
for live playback
and event upload

EASY INSTALLATION
plug-and-play dash
camera - no
technicians required



Immediate In-Cabin
Coaching
The built-in screen and speaker enable real-time 
coaching. The built-in SOS button alerts the 
fleet manager while simultaneously saving the 
recorded video in the event of an accident

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

In-Depth Reporting of
Critical Insights
The Z6 has built-in GPS and G-Sensor 
technology that automatically records critical 
events, enabling fleet managers to make 
informed decisions about their vehicles in 
real-time



FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Keep Drivers Alert and
Focused with Facial AI
Powered with IR and AI, the Z6 captures and 
analyzes crucial driver violations day or night, 
including drowsy driving, texting or eating while 
driving, or not wearing a seatbelt

Real-Time Video &
Audio Capture
The Z6 streams and uploads HD footage of 
critical road and driver-facing incidents that 
aids managers in analyzing events, exonerating 
drivers or identifying and correcting risky 
driving behaviour
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FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

Built-in Connectivity with
Wi-Fi support
The dash camera has 3G/4G connectivity with 
Wi-Fi support that helps fleet managers monitor 
and track their fleet in real-time

DYNAMIC INTEGRATION

Easily view road and driver-facing 
footage in real-time through the 
ZenduCAM secure dashboard using 
either the desktop or mobile application

Apply ZenduCAM 
predefined rules to trigger 
and analyze critical events

Use the ZenduCAM rewind feature 
to investigate previous incidents or 
search for a specific event

Take advantage of 
ZenduCAM’s unlimited cloud 
storage to record uninterrupted 
events from the dash camera


